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Research for “What to Do with the Remaining Public Confederate Monuments”

Notes

“What This Cruel War Was Over,” by Ta-Nehisi Coates, in The Atlantic, from June 22, 2015.

• The Southern states were alike in their usage of slavery as the reason for secession.

• The Dred-Scott decision was mentioned, as was the ability of blacks to vote in some Northern 
states and how these free black voters could influence Southern policy.

• Comparisons were made between poor Northern whites and Southern slaves. Even poor whites 
in the South were socially superior to the blacks they lived around.

• Some in the South envisioned expanding into Cuba, Mexico, and Central America with new 
slave states.

• European power did not sympathize with the cause of slavery, so the term “states' rights” 
became a substitute reason for soliciting aid.

• A newspaper in Richmond called this heresy, saying “We are fighting for independence that our 
great and necessary domestic institution of slavery shall be preserved.”

• “I've never heard of any other cause than slavery” - Confederate cavalry colonel John S. Mosby.

• “White domination was the point.” The Ku Klux Klan (temporarily) restored this after the war.

• “Toward the end of that century [(1865-1965)], as activists began to effectively challenge white 
supremacy, its upholders reached for a familiar symbol.” That symbol was the Confederate 
battle flag.

• As defending slavery fell from favor, the “Heritage, not hate” argument arose in its place.

• “The Confederate flag should not come down because it is offensive to African Americans. The 
Confederate flag should come down because it is embarrassing to all Americans.”

“I Don't Want to Watch Slavery Fan Fiction,” by Roxane Gay, in The New York Times, from July 25, 
2017.

• We don't need fiction to show us what continued white suppression of blacks would look like.

• “They are replicating histories where whiteness thrives and people of color remain oppressed.”

• “Creativity without restraint comes with responsibility.”

• There are people who will watch a show like “Confederate” and use it as an inspiration to 
oppress blacks.

“Confederate [the show] and the Dunces Who Assume It's Pro-Slavery,” by Kyle Smith, in The 
National Review, from August 3, 2017.

• 1984 does not “promote totalitarian fantasies”, and The Man in the High Castle is not “Nazi fan 
fiction”.

• The point of “Confederate” is to show that many of today's issues reflect issues during slavery.

• The real danger with the show is that it will get boring by monotonously, repeatedly showing 
how bad white supremacy is.
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“Mothball the Confederate Monuments,” by Rich Lowry, in The National Review, from August 15, 
2017.

• Robert E. Lee “surely would have had no sympathy for the white supremacist goons who made 
his statue a rallying point...”

• The public monuments to the Confederacy should be moved to museums, battlefields, and 
cemeteries, or destroyed.

• “[Lee] was no great friend to slavery.”

• “If I owned the four million slaves in the South, I would sacrifice them all to the Union [by 
freeing them]; but how can I draw my sword upon Virginia, my native state.”

• “Grant vehemently opposed trying Lee for treason.”

• Lee opposed building Confederate monuments, thinking it better to, in his words, “obliterate the
marks of civil strife.”

“NC Governor Calls for Bringing Down Confederate Monuments,” by Max Greenwood, in The Hill, 
from August 15, 2017.

• Governor Roy Cooper (D), “urged the state's legislature to repeal a law barring the removal or 
relocation of such monuments,” following the incident in Charlottesville, VA.

• “We cannot continue to glorify a war against the United States of America fought in defense of 
slavery.” - Cooper.

• Moving the monuments to museums or historical sites would give them the proper context.

“The Real Story Behind All Those Confederate Statues,” by Kevin Drum, in Mother Jones, from 
August 15, 2017.

• Very few Confederate monuments were built during the Reconstruction Era.

• The majority were erected after the Jim Crow laws took effect, at the height of the Ku Klux 
Klan's power (1895-1915).

• Another spurt of monuments began after the Brown v. Board of Education decision, as Southern
whites felt their superiority threatened.

• “They were mostly built when Southern whites were engaged in vicious campaigns of 
subjugation against blacks...”

• “There's a reason black consider these statues to be symbols of bigotry and terror. It's because 
they are.”

“The 1850s Response to the Racism of 2017,” by Alexis C. Madrigal, in The Atlantic, from August 16, 
2017.

• Tucker Carlson's opinion that slavery is bad, but ordinary and an established precedent, is the 
“exact case” made 160 years ago in the South.

• Southern states in the 1850s [verbally] attacked the freedom of the press and free speech of 
abolitionists and free states.

• Slavery in ancient times was not so much about race or status as it was about victory in battle.
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• Slavery in the Southern states was “intensifying” leading into the Civil War.

• “In the late-18th century, most Americans believed that slavery was neither good nor practical, 
and so would fade away...” - John Patrick Daly.

• In the 1800s, slave owners began to create a theological basis for slavery, and recast it as moral.

• The drive to open up more land to raise cotton led to enhanced aggressions against Native 
Americans and increased the demand for slaves to work under brutal conditions.

• The South considered forced labor to be the only profitable way of raising cotton.

• Northern factories also benefited from the slave labor, in the form of using Southern cotton and 
providing tools for slave labor.

• Half of U.S. economic activity in 1836 derived from slaves, who were 6% of the population 
[(closer to 15% according to this)].

• People waving Confederate flags today who are “fighting for their heritage” are really “fighting 
for their right to declare their ancestors good, despite the evidence of the horrors they 
perpetuated...”

“Can You Tell the Difference Between Confederate Leaders and George Washington? Baltimore 
Officials Can.,” by Eric Boehm, in Reason, from August 16, 2017.

• Baltimore passed a resolution following the Charlottesville incident, and removed the three 
Confederate monuments in the city (and one to the Chief Justice in the Dred-Scott decision).

• The argument that taking down Confederate monuments will lead to a slippery slope of taking 
down all monuments to Americans who owned slaves is “nonsensical”.

• Equating the men who fought against the United States, on the side of slavery, with the 
founding fathers, does a disservice to Washington and the other founders.

• Memorials to Confederate dead may be a morally different argument than monuments to 
Confederate heroes.

“The Huge Problem with Trump Comparing Robert E. Lee to George Washington,” by Matthew 
Yglesias, in Vox, from August 17, 2017.

• “They are historical figures who are noteworthy almost exclusively because they led an 
insurrection against the United States of America, an insurrection whose primary purpose was 
to perpetuate slavery.”

• A Yale commission mentions the concept of “principal legacy” when evaluating historical 
figures.

• “Confederate leaders, by contrast, are being celebrated purely for doing something bad.”

• “The CSA itself was a political project that had no real purpose other than to maintain slavery 
as an institution.”

• Washington and Jefferson have done something “worth celebrating”, while Lee and Davis have 
not.
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“How Baltimore Removed Its Confederate Monuments Overnight,” by David Dudley, in CityLab, on 
August 16, 2017.

• The debate about what to do with the Confederate monuments had gone on for years.

• There was an activist group planning to organize a crowd to forcibly remove the statues.

• How the removal happened, “served as a desperately needed demonstration that the civil 
compact was not hopelessly broken.” Swiftly, peacefully, authoritatively, and with the proper 
permits, is the model, though it may be tougher in Southern states.

“Twelve Memorials That Must Be Removed If Democrats Are Serious About Erasing Racism,” by Awr 
Hawkins, in Breitbart, from August 16, 2017.

• Presidents Andrew Johnson, Woodrow Wilson, Franklin D. Roosevelt, and Lyndon B. Johnson, 
along with Senator Robert C. Byrd (all Democrats), were racists in some degree.

• The Black Codes were passed during Andrew Johnson's administration [though by state 
legislatures, not the President]. They restricted the free movement of blacks in the South, and 
their ability to earn money.

• Wilson did little to help blacks while in office, continued Princeton's tradition of not admitting 
blacks [(This was not an official policy, but continued until almost 1950. Women didn't attend 
Princeton until 1969.)], and he sanctioned some segregation of Federal departments.

• FDR authorized the internment of over 100,000 Japanese Americans during World War II.

• LBJ was racist in certain ways and said the n-word a lot [(He also was instrumental in passing 
civil rights legislation and met with civil rights leaders at the White House.)].

• Sen. Byrd was a member of the Ku Klux Klan, and filibustered the 1964 Civil Rights Act 
[which LBJ was trying to pass], before changing his views and apologizing for the mistakes of 
his youth. [He served until 2010.]

“Why I Changed My Mind About Confederate Monuments,” by Kevin M. Levin, in The Atlantic, from 
August 19, 2017.

• “Empty pedestals can offer the same lessons about racism and war that statues do.”

• “I didn't realize that so many of my neighbors didn't need further reflection at all.”

• When in Prague, “I noticed almost immediately the concrete foundations and empty pedestals 
where monuments to communist leaders once stood.”

• “The monuments were exactly where they needed to be, as determined by the community 
members themselves.”

• “Can you look into that young [black] girl's eyes and tell her that Robert E. Lee is there to 
encourage her? Do you think she will feel inspired and hopeful by that story?” - New Orleans 
Mayor Mitch Landrieu.

• Removing Confederate monuments doesn't prevent history teachers from doing their jobs.

• Confederate monuments were chiefly erected as a commitment to white supremacy.
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“The Myth of the Kindly General Lee,” by Adam Serwer, in The Atlantic, from June 4, 2017.

• “White supremacy was one of Lee's most fundamental convictions.”

• He thought that abolition must wait for God's intervention.

• He did not consider the possible desires of the slaves for freedom relevant.

• Lee broke up slave families, in contrast to the tradition of his father-in-law.

• Lee's interpretation of Custis' will was “dubious”, and a court had to force him to free the slaves
of the Custis estate.

• He had two escaped slaves beaten after they were caught.

• Lee's choice to fight for the South was a choice to fight for continued human bondage.

• Lee's men enslaved free blacks in Pennsylvania.

• Some of his men killed black soldiers who were trying to surrender at the Battle of the Crater.

• Grant was disappointed that Lee's behavior in the year after the war was not more helpful to the 
reconstruction effort.

“Are We Headed for a Second Civil War?,” by Jesse Walker, in The Los Angeles Times, from August 
20, 2017.

• A civil war in the near future with “Gettysburg-sized casualty counts is about as likely as a war 
with the moon.”

• “The polarization between alt-right fascists and antifa leftists is not the same as the polarization 
between Republicans and Democrats.”

• There isn't even very much division between Republicans and Democrats.

• Most of the reliably Republican or Democratic voters are more motivated by dislike of the other
party's policies/candidates than by support of their own.

• Furthermore, Americans are showing signs of increased support for parties other than the big 
two.

• Millions of Americans didn't vote in the last Presidential election. “What if they started a 
second civil war and nobody came?”

“Growing Up in the Shadow of the Confederacy,” by Vann R. Newkirk II, in The Atlantic, from August
22, 2017.

• “The purpose of Confederate monuments, and of the other shrines to the Old South was to 
remember something lost.”

• “How could Old Dixie be so worth remembering when, if it had survived, I might still be 
working those cotton mills today?”

• Many people today still feel they can “celebrate the heritage without the hate.”

• These monuments were a rallying cry to resist any challenge to white supremacy.
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“ESPN's Robert Lee Blunder – And the Backlash it Provoked,” by James Hamblin, in The Atlantic, 
from August 23, 2017.

• No complaints or requests had been made prior to ESPN's decision.

• ESPN was trying to avoid backlash because of the coincidence, but the removal itself caused an
issue.

• “There is almost no disagreement on the fact that forgetting or minimizing history is 
dangerous.”
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